AT HOME
IN YOUR
FUTURE
#TUBraunschweig
Discover who you are

Your studies are about much more than just learning. They are a journey of discovery. Let your curiosity guide you and find out what there is to explore: Lectures in the mornings, seminars in the afternoons, living in a shared flat and making new friends – take in all the new impressions and discover new sides to yourself.

Because studying at TU Braunschweig is also that: university sports with 160 courses, university orchestra, Feierabendbeats, Okerbühne, student initiatives, campus cinema and regular music and cultural events on our campus.

Studying at TU sounds good to you? It’s up to you.

Study where it’s good

Do you want to create something meaningful for the future?

As a university of technology, we want to contribute to the great goal of creating a sustainable world fit for the future. And you can be part of it. Use your ideas and curiosity to shape the research of tomorrow with us.

Our university is not only located in one of the most research-intensive regions in Europe. With our industry networks, you will get to know more than just the lecture halls during your studies – because with us you will be studying at one of the leading universities of technology in Germany.

Curious about what we have in store for you? Be inspired by our international and cosmopolitan atmosphere and find your way.
Do what you can

Did you know that we develop new degree programmes every year? Decide for yourself whether you want to study one of the traditional subjects or try something completely new.

With us, you can study engineering and natural sciences, as well as the humanities and educational sciences. Or maybe you are more interested in social sciences or one of our interdisciplinary programmes. Have you ever thought about studying something like environmental sciences or pharmaceutical engineering? If you are more interested in international studies, simply enrol in one of our our English-language degree programmes.

Not sure yet what exactly you’d like to study? Why not try our Study-Check. Or just drop by our Academic Advice Service and discover the variety of options available to you.

By the way: At our University Information Day (HIT) and Open Classes you can experience real student life for a day.
Live the way you want

Braunschweig is a young and vibrant city: culture, concerts, large parks and the Oker river, which meanders through the city. You can canoe down the Oker, but cycling and public transport are faster ways to get around in Braunschweig. You’ll find peace and quiet in sleepy side streets – and just a few metres away you’ll find the hustle and bustle of the city centre.

Our campus is right in the middle of it all. You can spend whole days here – even if you don’t have classes. The new Student House, which has won several architectural awards, is the ideal place for you to study alone or with others.

And at C3 – our student café – you can enjoy delicious coffee from trained baristas. If you’re a nature lover, our Botanic Garden is not far away and its greenhouses are an incredibly beautiful place to take a break.

Do you like big cities that aren’t too big? Welcome – you’ll soon feel at home in Braunschweig.
“I like being here at TU Braunschweig. Thanks to the high status of the university, I have many good job opportunities later on. The city of Braunschweig is also very pleasant to live in.“

Jakob, Electrical Engineering

“I chose TU Braunschweig because I don‘t have to decide on a career while I‘m still studying, and it still offers me a broad perspective for the future.“

Laura, Educational Sciences

“I like studying at TU because, in addition to the good learning opportunities, I particularly like the sports programme and Braunschweig as a student city.“

Antonia, Psychology
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